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Introduction

The arbitrary waveform relaxometer (AWR) is an indispensable platform for developing magnetic nanoparticle tracers
for magnetic particle imaging (MPI) applications. By characterizing the point spread function (PSF) of a specific
magnetic nanoparticle, the AWR can evaluate the performance (e.g. SNR and spatial resolution) of the magnetic
nanoparticle for MPI [1]. The design of wideband (DC-400 kHz) and arbitrary waveforms enables rapid optimization
of pulse sequence design. Currently, the AWR serves as a complementary tool for MPI as well as a sensor for many
applications [2-4]. One of the biggest challenges in arbitrary waveform excitation is direct feedthrough interference,
which is usually six orders of magnitude larger than the signal from magnetic nanoparticles.
In MPI and conventional magnetic particle spectrometers (MPS), a high-pass filter and tuned filter are applied to filter
out the single tone interference, which cannot be done for arbitrary waveform excitation. The AWR built in Conolly
lab uses a very fine shimming system, which employs a cantilever and duplicated gradiometer receive coil and
achieves high suppression of feedthrough [1]. However, direct feedthrough interference (measured in volts)
increases at higher frequency.
In this abstract, an active compensation approach is introduced to counter the frequency-dependence of the
direct feedthrough interference in tandem with the gradiometer.

Active Compensation Approach

Using the approach in [5], a signal injection transformer is inserted between the receive coil and input of the low noise preamplifier to subtract out the
feedthrough voltage even further. Up to 60 dB extra suppression was achieved in [5], which would reduce the feedthrough to below the noise floor. This was
done for single tone excitation (sinusoid only), where only the phase and amplitude needs to be matched. Using this active compensation approach for
arbitrary waveform excitation requires careful pre-emphasis filtering and modelling of the feedforward path to match phase and amplitude of all the
frequency components of an arbitrary waveform (e.g., the harmonics of a square wave or triangle wave).

Principles Behind Direct Feedthrough Interference

Direct feedthrough interference in MPI is due to inductive
coupling between the Transmit (TX) and Receive (RX) coils. This
can be modeled as a transformer (left figure). With a gradiometer,
it acts as a center tapped transformer (right figure). Wiring the
taps in opposite polarity cancels most of the feedthrough,
achieving up to 60 dB suppression [1].

The current passive gradiometer shown above with a cantilever knob shimming
mechanism [1].

ConclusionRemoving feedthrough interference with inverse filtering

Figure on the left shows an example of the
approach outlined in the flow diagram
above. A voltage waveform is produced to
generate a square wave current (square
wave B-field) through the TX coil. From the
measured feedthrough, a compensation
signal to cancel out this feedthrough can
be generated.

Active compensation, in tandem with the
60 dB feedthrough suppression of passive
gradiometer shimming, can reduce direct
feedthrough below the noise floor, making
the sensitivity of the AWR limited by noise
instead of direct feedthrough.
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